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Grief before the Holidays
Sarah DePoy, Bereavement Coordinator at State of the Heart Care

As the seasons change and the holiday season is upon us, we want you to know that you
can and will get through the holidays. Rather than avoiding the feelings of grief, lean into
them. It is not the grief that you want to avoid; it is the pain. Grief is the way out of the pain.
When planning for the holidays, have a Plan A & Plan B—Plan A is you attend the event:
Thanksgiving, Christmas, New Year’s dinner with family and friends. If it does not feel right,
have your Plan B ready. Plan B is your escape route. Maybe it is going home and watching
you and your loved one’s favorite movie or going to a special place that you and your loved
one shared. Many people find that having a Plan B in place, just knowing it is there, is
enough.

OH-70207954

This November, we invite you to share in a time of remembrance to honor and memorialize
your loved one. We are also honoring the lives lost during the COVID-19 pandemic. Please
join our drive-thru luminaria memorial for a time to reflect on cherished memories of
your loved one on Wednesday, November 18th, 6:00 pm-8:00 pm, located at 1350 North
Broadway St. Greenville, Ohio. Personalized luminarias honoring your loved one are
available for a donation of $10.00 each. The deadline to purchase luminarias is Friday,
November 13th. All proceeds will benefit State of the Heart Care’s bereavement services
that are offered at no cost to our patients, families, and community members. Please
visit our website www.stateoftheheartcare.org for more information on our event or to
purchase a luminaria.
Experience the Difference
Your hometown specialist in hospice
and grief support for over 39 years
1-800-417-7535
www.stateoftheheartcare.org
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Simple ways
to avoid the
‘quarantine 15’
Daily exercise can help people avoid
quarantine-related weight gain.

S

ocial distancing has led to some surprising and some
not so surprising side effects. Many business owners
have been pleasantly surprised to learn how smoothly
their employees have transitioned to working remotely. On
the opposite end of the spectrum, the effects of stay-at-home
orders have led to some predictable feelings of restlessness
and cabin fever.
One unforeseen consequence of social distancing noted by
many people is the “quarantine 15,” a term used to refer to
weight gained while under stay-at-home orders. An inability
to get out and about coupled with the proximity of kitchen
can make it easy for people to gain weight as they observe
stay-at-home orders. However, there are various ways people can avoid gaining weight while social distancing.

• Adhere to a routine. The wellness resource UCI Health
notes that lack of structure has been a common side ef-

fect of social distancing. But people should adhere to a
routine even if they’re working from home or have been
laid off or furloughed. A routine with established mealtimes can help people avoid random snacking that can
contribute to weight gain.

• Drink more water. The Academy of Nutrition and

Dietetics notes that mild dehydration can be mistaken for
feelings of hunger. Keep track of how much water you’re
drinking each day, resolving to drink more if you’re not
consuming enough. If you’re not having any water after
your morning cup of coffee, the mid-afternoon urges to
eat may be signs of mild dehydration and not hunger.

• Make time for exercise. Exercise is essential

to maintaining a healthy weight. Social distancing
has given many people more free time than they
know what to do with. Fill the boredom with exercise,
utilizing online tutorials to engage in weight-free exercises if necessary. Go for daily strolls around the
neighborhood or, if possible, purchase some home gym
equipment.

• Set goals. One of the ways to stay the course when
beginning a fitness regimen is to set goals. Whether
you’re exercising for the first time in years or replacing regular workouts at a fitness center with
exercising at home, set reasonable goals, including how many days a week you hope to exercise
and how many pounds, if any, you hope to lose
each week.

The quarantine 15 has been an unforeseen consequence of social distancing. Avoiding such
weight gain while adhering to social distancing
guidelines can be easier than people may think.
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How to stay fit when
social distancing

M

any people consider their gyms much
more than a place to exercise. A
gym can be a great place to socialize
while trying to stay healthy. Having friends
or fellow fitness enthusiasts around also can
provide the motivation many people need
to stay the course and achieve their fitness
goals.
The International Health, Racquet &
Sportsclub Association says more than 70
million consumers visited health clubs in
2017. That marked a record high since IHRSA
began tracking data in 1987. Fitness memberships also are popular in Canada. GoodLife,
the largest fitness club in Canada, has 400
different locations and more than 1.5 million
members.
Fitness centers were among the many
non-essential businesses forced to shutter
as a result of COVID-19, forcing fitness enthusiasts to find new ways to stay mentally
and physically fit. Many creative ideas have
surfaced.

• Online classes: An internet connection

is all that’s necessary to find a number of
workouts that can be streamed from the
comfort of home. The streaming website
YouTube can be a gold mine for free workouts. Some cable service providers also
may have On Demand fitness channels or
rentals that can mirror some of the classes
taken at the gym.

• Social apps: Gym-goers can inquire

whether their gyms are offering alternative
programs. For example, Jersey Strong, a
fitness chain in New Jersey, began livestreaming many of its popular group fitness
classes via a special Facebook page. Class
instructors guide classes from their own
homes or from empty gyms. Other gyms
may provide links to subscriber-based gym
training workouts free of charge.

• The great outdoors: Even though some
parks, beaches and trails have been
closed, workouts can take place in and

around the
neighborhood. Jogging or walking can be
excellent cardiovascular exercises, as can
taking a bicycle ride for a few miles down
neighborhood streets. People who live in
rural areas can run through forested land
or even farmland. Pushups, sit-ups, planks,
and other body weight exercises can be
done right in the backyard. Before making a decision about whether or not to be
active outside, be sure to check the latest
guidance from your local health department
and community or state leaders.

• Remote sports: Videos of city dwellers

playing tennis across roof tops for muchneeded air and exercise have emerged
in recent weeks. Similar benefits can be
achieved with a game of catch, volleyball or
racquet sports over fences with neighbors,
provided limits on participants are placed
and social distancing is maintained.

Staying fit during COVID-19 restrictions
takes some ingenuity, but it’s certainly possible to maintain your overall health. In fact,
some people have found they now haave
more time to exercise than they did before.

• Assisted Living
• Senior Memory Care
• Post-Acute
Healthcare Services
Contact us today to learn
more and schedule your
personal tour.
Where Family Comes to Live

937-569-0519
1315 Kitchen Aid Way
Greenville, OH 45331
villagegreenhc.com
Office Hours
Monday - Sunday:
Open 24 Hours
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Helping children
navigate social distancing

No one is certain about what the long-term
effects of social distancing will be on both
children and adults. Amy Learmonth, Ph.D., a
developmental psychologist at the Cognition,
Memory and Development Lab at William
Paterson University in New Jersey, notes that
early social development takes place mostly
within the family. As children age, their peer
group becomes the more important hub of social development. The longer social distancing
restrictions are in place, the more these developments may adversely affect youngsters.
Parents can take steps to help kids cope during these uncertain times.

• Set up digital play dates. The connectiv-

ity of the internet enables people to keep
in touch even if they cannot be together
physically. Encourage children to engage
their friends via online chats, ideally ones
that feature video so they can see and hear
their friends. Parents of young children
can reach out to one another and establish
digital play dates via FaceTime or another

virtual meeting app.

• Lighten up on screen time restrictions.

Each person has a different way to cope
with social distancing and pass the time.
Children may spend more time on tablets,
watching television or playing video games.
For now, parents can be a bit more lenient
and understanding about how technology
can fill the void created by social distancing.

• Participate in a scavenger hunt. Join or

organize a neighborhood scavenger hunt.
Walk around the neighborhood looking for
school mascot pictures in windows or rainbows on doors, advise the childcare experts
at Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia. This
activity can maintain a sense of connection
with your community.

Behavioral Health • Dental • Eyecare • Family Practice • Pediatrics • Pharmacy

• Create time for physical activity.

Health

Exercise can tame stress, improve mood
and be great for the body in myriad ways.
Children and teens should exercise each
day. Families can exercise together to
make physical activity more fun.

FA M I LY

• Set new goals. Ask everyone to do their

part to complete “to-do” lists or make a set
of goals to achieve while social distancing.
Checking off items on the list as they’re
completed can give everyone a sense of
accomplishment.

Children may need a morale boost while practicing social distancing, and parents can help
in various ways.

Building
healthy lives
together.

OH-70207953

C

hildren may be more deeply affected
by social distancing than any other
group of people. In a matter of weeks,
millions of young children and adolescents
went from attending school in the classroom
to being told they had to work exclusively from
home. At the same time, children also were
asked to give up their sports teams, clubs,
meetings, and play dates. Older children may
understand the how and why of social distancing, but no matter their ages, kids may be left
emotionally adrift as social distancing guidelines stay in place.

Servin
Darke C g
o
Resident unty
Over 40 s for
years!
CURBSIDE PICKUP
FOR PHARMACY

NO AFTER-HOURS UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE
REGULAR HOURS

MONDAY – FRIDAY 8:00AM – 5:00PM SATURDAY 8:00AM – 12:00PM

5735 Meeker Road • Greenville, Ohio 45331 • (937) 548-9680
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TAKE
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%
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GOING ON NOW

FURNITURE FOR EVERY ROOM IN YOUR HOME

FURNITURE - MATTRESSES - ACCESSORIES

640 Wagner Avenue
Greenville, Ohio 45331
www.lifestyleoh.com
(937) 548-5200

OH-70208020

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday 10am - 8pm | Thursday, Saturday 10am - 5pm | Sunday Noon - 4pm
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How to stay positive
while social distancing

A

s recently as late February, much of the
populations of the United States and
Canada were living life as they normally
would. A few short weeks later, when COVID-19
began to affect a greater number of people, many
businesses grinded to a halt. Schools were closed
to students, and governments instructed people to
stay home as much as possible.
“Social distancing” quickly became part of the general lexicon, with people in many cities and towns
staying six feet apart from others when venturing
into the public, but mainly staying at home. While
it is still too soon to determine the lasting impact
of COVID-19, the psychological effects of social
distancing were apparent almost immediately.
According to Dr. Adam Kaplin, M.D. PhD., a neu-

roscientist at Johns Hopkins University School of
Medicine, anyone who has had some trauma in
the past may discover that social distancing rekindled previous traumatic feelings. Emily Roberts,
a New York-based psychotherapist, says any form
of isolation can be devastating to a person’s mood
because they are left with their own thoughts.
Various strategies can help to ease the potential
psychological burden of social distancing and give
people a new perspective on their situation.

• Focus on the positives. Look at what you

have gained rather than lost from social distancing. This may translate to more time with
the family; opportunities to exercise more; time
to engage in a hobby; or chances to finish up
projects around the house.

• Get fresh air. Where laws allow, make time

daily to get outdoors, even if it’s for a short jaunt
around the neighborhood. Seeing new sights
can be good for the mind, and exercise also is
good for the body.

• Establish a routine. A routine helps anyone

feel more in control, which is helpful when so
much of the consequences of COVID-19 are
beyond individuals’ control. Psychology Today
recommends rising and going to bed on your
typical schedule, eating meals at regular intervals and making time for different activities
each day.

• Reach out to people. Social distancing does
not mean you have to cease being social.

Contact friends or family on the phone, through
video chats or even speak with them at a safe
distance in person. If you need professional
help, many therapists now offer telehealth
therapy sessions.

• Turn off the news. Take a break from the constant onslaught of information. This can reduce
stress and anxiety and allow the brain to focus
on positive thoughts and ideas.

• Express gratitude. Give thanks for what you

have each day and try to help others who may
be less fortunate than you.

Social distancing has been a trial for everyone involved. Certain strategies can help turn grief
into gratitude.

SUBSTANCE ABUSE
ZECHAR BAILEY FUNERAL HOMES
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BAILEY FUNERAL HOMES600
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937.548.6842
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Men’s home
grooming solutions

W

hile many barber
shops and nail salons have closed to
curb the spread of the novel
coronavirus COVID-19, hair
and nails continue to grow.
Many men are not content
with emerging from the
shelter-at-home experience
looking like Tom Hanks in
“Castaway.” As a result, such
men are navigating at-home
grooming — sometimes with
mixed results.
Thanks to the internet, there
are scores of video tutorials
that can do everything from
explain barber terms to help
you clip hair from the comfort
of home. At-home men’s
grooming can be customized
to align with how far men are

willing to take the plunge.

Grow it out

Many men have taken to social media to showcase their
“Quarantine Mustaches” and
“Corona Beards.” Mustaches
take conviction to pull off because they’re far less popular
today than during peak mustachioed glory of the 1970s
and 1980s when Freddie
Mercury, Burt Reynolds and
Tom Selleck had mustaches
as famous as the stars themselves. Jeremy Kirkland, who
hosts a menswear-focused
podcast, suggests that men
treat mustaches like they’re
no big deal and not to draw
attention to them. Eventually,
the mustache will be accepted
as part of the new you.

Beards have been trendy
for years and can be ideal
ways to give faces a break
from constant shaving. With
work-at-home restrictions
deemphasizing grooming requirements, there may never
be a better time than now to
try a beard. Brickell Men’s
Products says to make sure
to wash and clean facial hair
two to three times a week,
clip it to tame hairs and trim
your neckline to ensure
proper hygiene.

Home hairstyles

Men’s hairstyles tend to be
much shorter than women’s,
so hair that has begun to
grow out can become much
more noticeable, and more

Darke County Media

quickly. Any guy who has
flirted with a do-it-yourself
haircut may want to consider
buzzing it all off. Going buff,
or very short, is the most
goof-proof home haircut to try.
Begin with a longer trimmer
guard and gradually shorten
to what feels comfortable.
Unless you’re experienced,
it’s best to leave fades and
other tricks of the trade to the
professionals when barbershops reopen.
Men also can grow out their
hair and embrace the “flow”
style. This medium- to longlength style has been a look
for surfers, skaters, preppy
guys, and baseball players for
some time. Men’s Hairstyle
Trends says this style is easy
to manage. Natural texture
adds to the look, and it’s great
for guys with wavy or curly
hair.

Longer hair, don’t care. The “flow” style is a great
way to survive until your barbershop is open again.

Until stay-at-home restrictions
are lifted, men will have to
revise their grooming routines
to include more at-home care.
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To cut or not to cut at home?
Understanding your hair styling options
Color conundrum

Hairdressers generally recommend fourto six-week intervals between full color
touch-ups at the salon. Fresh foils for
highlights generally are applied every six
to eight weeks.

Attempt to re-style

Make every attempt to style your hair as it begins to grow
out. Even if you feel like your coiffure currently looks less
than stellar, a haircut is irreversible and may not turn out as
expected. Hairstyle changes, such as parting bangs or hair in
the opposite direction, can make roots less visible. Braiding
hair or pulling it back can help tame bangs that are getting a
tad too long. Men who are accustomed to short hair can use
more products like pomades or gels to slick back hair or keep
unruly tresses from becoming problematic.

A cut ahead

Frustration may lead non-professionals to pick up shears.
While it’s generally best to leave haircuts to the pros, some
people have delved into home attempts. Lauren Van Dyke,
a stylist at Lucido Hair Studio in Ontario, recommends that
home haircuts be limited to trimming off two inches of hair or
less and avoiding drastic style changes. Haircuts also require
the right equipment, including sharp shears or well-oiled
electric clippers, comb, and patience. Always cut in small
sections and take your time.
Experiment with new styles, products and other ways to
lengthen time between salon visits. Cutting hair at home
should be the last resort.

OH-70208822

S

ocial distancing is challenging for everyone, and especially for the beauty and haircare industry, where close
contact is often necessary for everything from applying
foils to trimming bangs to threading eyebrows.
Salons and barbershops are among the businesses that were
asked to temporarily close to help flatten the curve of coronavirus cases. Many clients accustomed to frequent salon visits
for trims and recoloring are wondering what they can do to
look their best during stay-at-home orders. Unkempt hair can
make it tempting to take scissors in hand, but read on before
making any drastic decisions.

As hair color deadlines come and go, men
and women can speak to their stylists
about their options. Helen Petty, stylist
and owner of the ChopShop in St. Louis,
said many of her fellow stylists are putting together touch-up kits comprised
of professionally mixed color and some
basic tools to get the job done at home.
The supplies can be picked up curbside
or through “porch drop-offs.” See if your
stylist can provide a similar service. Video
conferencing during the application process can help you avoid missteps. Boxed
hair dyes can work in a pinch, but they
may not fully match your existing shade.
Also, now is not the time for drastic color
changes, which almost always require the
expertise of trained colorists.
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Put your best home
facial face forward
Facials can help improve
the look and feel of skin
and serve as a relaxing
at-home treatment.

F

acials can bring about the best in your
skin and help treat various conditions.

Few things beat the pampering of a
professional facial spa treatment — a luxury
that many men and women afford themselves when possible. However, lately people
have had to look elsewhere for popular
beauty services.
Data from the Simmons National Consumer
Survey for the cosmetic and personal care
industry revealed roughly three million
Americans received facials four times or
more in 2019. Many aestheticians recommend facials every month. Canadian Living
reports that facial treatments across the
country can range from $40 to more than
$200.
Though they’re wildly popular, facials have
fallen victim to social distancing guidelines
that shuttered many salons. While not a carbon copy of the in-depth treatments offered
at spas, at-home facials can bridge the gap
until spas reopen.

Understand the facial process
Professional facials typically feature a series
of steps. These include cleansing, exfoliation,
steaming, extraction, specialized spot treatment, toning, and moisturizing. Aestheticians
use products they endorse or those required

by the spa. But you can use any products on
hand to achieve similar results, which means
you can shop around for the price point that
works for you.

Know your skin
Understanding your skin is the key to targeting and addressing issues. Just because a
particular moisturizer worked on your sister
who has dry skin doesn’t mean it would work
the same way on your skin. Consider allergies as well. If you tend to break out when
sipping orange juice, a citrus-based toner
may not be your best bet.

Gather your tools
You likely have all you need at home to give
yourself a good facial. A steamy shower or
a pot of boiling water satisfies the steam
requirement. A nubby, cotton washcloth can
help with the cleansing and exfoliation of
skin. Chances are you already have a toner,
cleanser and moisturizer in your bathroom
cabinet that can
be utilized.
If you want to invest in any specialized tools,
aestheticians like Kerry Benjamin from the
Los Angeles-based StackedSkincare recommend micro-needling, which is achieved
with a dermaroller. This device causes tiny
injuries to the skin to increase collagen
production and help thicken the skin. A dermaroller can help with issues like dark circles
under the eyes and fill in lines.
Spot-test all products and be gentle when
handling skin. In addition, remember to follow
up any facial treatment with good skincare
at other times, which includes wearing sunscreen at all times to protect against UV rays.
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Easy ways to keep your
immune system strong

T

he immune system is a powerful component of the human
body. The immune system recognizes when viruses,
bacteria and other foreign invaders enter or compromise
the body, and then takes action to prevent illnesses from taking
over. The average person can help his or her immune system do
its job more effectively by making the immune system as strong
as it can be.

• Increase your intake of fruits and vegetables. Fruits

Harvard Medical School says that diet, exercise, age, and psychological stress may affect immune system response. Certain
lifestyle choices can promote a strong immune system.

• Consume fiber and fermented foods.

Doctors believe sleep and immunity are closely tied. A study of
164 healthy adults published by the National Institutes of Health
found those who slept fewer than six hours each night were
more likely to catch a cold than people who slept for more than
six hours. Aim for adequate rest each night to keep your body in
top form.

and vegetables supply the powerhouse antioxidants that are
essential for protecting a body against free radicals. Free
radicals may play a role in heart disease, cancer and other
diseases. Serve fruits and/or vegetables with every meal to
ensure you’re getting enough antioxidant-rich foods.
Fiber can help feed the gut microbiome, which is linked to a
robust immune system. The microbiome also may prevent
harmful pathogens from entering the body through the digestive tract. Data also suggests that eating more fermented
foods can further strengthen and populate healthy bacteria in
the gut.

• Exercise regularly. Aim for 30 minutes of moderate exercise
per day, advises the American Heart Association. Thirty min-

utes of exercise each day can go a long way toward keeping
the body healthy. The U.S. National Library of Medicine says
physical activity may help flush bacteria out of the lungs and
airways. Exercise causes changes in antibodies and white
blood cells. These antibodies and white blood cells circulate
rapidly, so they may detect illnesses earlier than they would if
you do not exercise. Body temperature also rises during exercise, which could naturally prevent bacteria from growing.

• Try to minimize stress. According to Simply Psychology,

when people are stressed, the immune system’s ability to fight
off antigens is reduced, making people more susceptible to infections. The stress hormone corticosteroid can suppress the
effectiveness of the immune system. Limiting stress through
meditation and breathing exercises, or trying to remove
stressors from one’s life, may help.
A healthy immune system is vital to fending off or recovering
from illness.
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MAKO ROBOTIC
ASSISTED JOINT
REPLACEMENT
Now offering total hip, total knee
and partial knee replacement!

We’re Transforming Joint Replacement Surgery
Wayne HealthCare and Orthopedic Associates are the regional leader
in Mako Robotic-Arm Assisted Technology for joint replacement.
Wayne HealthCare and Orthopedic Associates are proud to be the first in the region to
utilize Mako Robotic-Arm Assisted Surgical Technology to provide our patients with total hip,

Chad A. Weber, DO, FAOAO
Orthopedic Traumatologist
Orthopedic Associates

total knee and partial knee joint replacements.
Advanced Technology. Remarkable Care.
This highly advanced robotic technology is changing the way joint replacement surgeries
are performed by providing patients with a personalized surgical experienced based on their
specific diagnosis and anatomy. It gives board certified orthopedic surgeons, Dr. Chad Weber,
Dr. Chad Reed and Dr. Safet Hatic an additional tool, which allows for more accurate bone

Safet O. Hatic, DO, FAOAO
Orthopedic Surgeon
Orthopedic Associates

removal and implant placement, resulting in improved patient outcomes and joint function.
Mako Robotic-Arm Assisted Surgical Technology benefits include:
n Less pain and scarring
n Shorter hospital stay and quicker recovery
n Reduced risk of complications

Chad A. Reed, DO
Orthopedic Surgeon
Orthopedic Associates

At Wayne HealthCare, we’re bringing together innovative technology and patient-centered
care, where patients receive the individual focus and attention that you’ll only find here!

To learn more or to make an appointment, call (800) 824-9861 or visit WayneHealthCare.org/robotics

